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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Respiration As breath is vital to life in the human body so prayer is vital to Worship Pray without ceasing
the soul.

Interplanetary As we consider the “shuttleing” from earth to points in space, we Second Coming Looking for and hastening the day...
travel can consider the second coming of Jesus and our own travels.

Electricity As electric lights make us safe in darkness so God’s Word keeps Safety Psalm 119:105-106
us safe in religious darkness.

Water Cycle As water cleans the physical so the blood of Jesus cleans the Forgiveness Our sins are washed away.
spiritual.

Sunrise/sunset Sunrise and sunset are always on time, so students should always Punctuality Isaiah 40:25, Genesis 1:14-18
be on time.

Plant needs As air, sunshine, rain are free to help plants grow physically, so Grace Matthew 19:13-15, John 1:16
God’s grace is free to help us grow spiritually.

Plants need of As a plant needs light to grow so the person needs Jesus to grow The Son John 1:4-5
light spiritually.

salt salt seasons our foods, so we are salt to season the society of the service Matthew 5:13
world.

water water cleans dirty things, Jesus is the water of life. forgiveness Isaiah 1:18

Oxygen Oxygen keeps a flame alive, we need Holy Spirit to keep flame prayer Ephesians 6:18
of gospel alive.

helpful insects take a lesson from the ant and its perseverance and industry. perseverance Proverbs 6:6

simple machine these aid efficiency and speed.  God can give us new ways of excellence
efficiency as we learn more about Him.

radiant heat as sun gives heat and energy, so God’s rules give energy. Law of God Exodus 20
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Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues (see Appendix C) to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below.  See Appendix A for a blank form for the teacher to duplicate.


